Country: BELGIUM / BE

Prohibited Commodities
Standard DHL prohibitions plus: Imitation and pirated products.
- Antiques
- Cotton seed
- Furs
- Ivory
- Precious metals & stones

Document Express
General correspondence (business or private), plus:
- Airline tickets, issued/validated
- Cash letters (NI) [1]
- Cheques, cashier (NI)
- Credit cards (NI) [1]
- Documents, general business [1]
- Photos as part of business reports [1]
- Publication not for public resale [1]
- Shipping schedules [1]

1. Max quantity: 5 pieces and max weight: 10kg (22lbs); Otherwise ship via WPX

Worldwide Package Express
Note following WPX restrictions: Non-standard clearance services (such as: multi-line entry clearance, storage, clearance authorization, document handling, post-clearance modification, transit documents) are provided at extra charge to be paid locally by the consignee.
- Alcoholic beverages [1]
- Animal skins [3]
- Foodstuffs [2]
- Jewellery [5]
- Military equipment [6]
- Personal effects [7]
- Plants [8]
- Subs. containing sodium/calc. cyclamate [4]
- Tobacco [11]

1. Alcoholic beverages: acceptable with value above 22 EURO
2. Fresh prohibited. Please ask approval at import gateway with full details prior to shipping.
3. Leathers obtained from animals protected by the Washington Convention: origin to provide original cites.
4. Prohibited for carriage.
5. Cleared through Customs broker. Delay: 24 hours.
6. Clearance required by consignee. Delay approximately: 2-3 days.
7. Must be older than 1 year, inventory list with estimated value required. If goods are part of removal, special procedure, delay 1-2 days. If unaccompanied luggage (only used clothes, linen, toiletries), copy of airline ticket required.
8. Acceptable with value below 22 EURO
9. Delivery only to shipping agent or broker, no delivery on board. Delay: 12 hours.
10. All textile articles require an origin certificate or an origin declaration on the invoice if value is above 250 EURO.
11. Cigarettes and Cigars are prohibited. Unprocessed tobacco shipments acceptable.
Shipments to hotel guests: Only acceptable for value upto 25 EURO (24 USD).